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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously...

...like puns!

Victoria’s Secret New Line A Marriage
Solution

Girl Seduced by MTU Secret
Admirers Post

COLUMBUS, OH - Victoria’s Secret recently announced the debut of a highlyanticipated line of lingerie, the Panacea collection, which designers claim will
save even the most desperately floundering of intimate relationships.

It was reported Monday that MTU student Christine Livingston was swept off her feet by a post on the MTU Secret
Admirers Facebook page.

“Victoria’s Secret understands what women are really looking for when they
shop with us,” a company spokeswoman said during a recent press conference. “And we’re proud to finally give them what they want: a quick-fix,
$26 magic bullet that will instantly solve the myriad problems and frustrations
which have long plagued their unfulfilling marriages.”

“People have posted about me on that page before, but
none of them were anything like this one,” Livingston said.
“This one really caught my eye, and as I was reading it, I was
brought to tears. I now know that there’s someone out there
who really loves me.”

The company has received a record volume of pre-orders for the new collection, which is expected to sell out immediately once it finally appears in
stores.

The post was as follows:

by Elise Conley ~ Daily Bull Komandarm

Pic O’The Day: Well, Are
You?

by Rico Bastian ~ Daily Bull Bursar

Victoria’s Secret customer Marcia Belzer, a Washington, DC-area attorney
who was spending her lunch break browsing at the mall, spoke with The Bull
about the new line.
“My husband and I haven’t been intimate in five months - ever since his
mother moved in with us we’ve barely even spoken,” she said. “I’ve already
ordered six pairs of the new Panacea panties. I’m counting the days until they
arrive so things can go back to the way they were before. I really miss being
in a loving relationship.”
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“Oh, if only I knew who posted that,” Christine said. “The
post was beautiful, like a poem. Whoever wrote it really gets
me. I imagine that he’s this nice, sensitive guy who’s just looking for a meaningful relationship, specifically, one with me.
How lucky can a girl get?”
Even before the confession of love was posted to the page,
the admin of the page, who wishes to remain anonymous,
could feel that this was a post unlike all the others, and was
awestruck by the intensity and passion within the words.

“This will be our reply to violence: to make music more intensely, more beautifully, more devotedly than ever before...”
-Leonard Bernstein

see Drop the Bass on back

Expecting the unexpected makes the unexpected
expected.
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The main page of the Victoria’s Secret website offers details on the forthcoming collection, describing the undergarments’ “sleek, flattering cut” and
“commitment-enhancing ribbon and lace trim,” and referring to them as “the
sensational, instant rescue that is all your doomed relationship needs.”
Still, there are skeptics who wonder whether even a sexy new pair of panties
can really save a troubled marriage.
“Although Victoria’s Secret’s new Panacea collection does appear to be a
promising breakthrough in the field of keeping hopeless couples together,
it’s hard to imagine them fixing things on their own, without any counseling or
behavior therapy to boost their love augmenting properties,” said therapist
Cindy Williams.
And although the popular lingerie company promises that its new collection
will “improve spousal tolerance and increase marital affection by at least 40%
after just one use,” a small-print disclaimer admits that those findings have
not been evaluated by the American Association for Marriage and Family
Therapy.
A television commercial for the new collection, first broadcast during The
View has also generated an outsized buzz. As the camera pans over a
montage of Victoria’s Secret supermodels, dressed in oversized nightshirts
and cavorting awkwardly with unshaven middle-aged men on faded bedspreads, a British-accented female voiceover promises that no relationship
is too depressingly dysfunctional to be fixed with the right kind of lingerie.
“It’s taken you years to lose that spark,” the voice says. “Now bring it back
instantly with just one simple vanity purchase.”
The commercial ends with the line’s new slogan: “Nothing stands between
you and a trial separation like the new line of lingerie from Victoria’s Secret.”
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“When I read this post, I knew this was something special,” the MTU SA
Admin said. “Most of the submissions I get are the same thing. ‘Oh, hey, soand-so, I think you’re cute and I’d like to ask you out, but I won’t just do it in
person because I’m a pussy.’ But not this one. Whoever wrote this put a lot of
time, effort, and emotion into this. Unfortunately, they didn’t leave their name,
so I can’t tell [Livingston] who her Romeo is.”
Many who regularly read the page are trying to help locate the mysterious
gentleman caller.
“I know true love when I see it, and this is true love,” Dan Wright said. “I really
want to help get these two together. I want to believe that true love will find
its way. I mean, if it can happen to these two, then maybe it can happen to
someone like me.”
Though Livingston was in the midst of a relationship with Jeremy Schultz
when the anonymous proclamation of love was posted, both her and Schultz thought it best to end their relationship to make way for Livingston’s obvious soulmate.
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FYE Rebranded “Project X for First Years”
by Alex Dinsmoor~ Daily Bull Glorious Leader

Housing has taken a drastic approach to advertising to prospective students by branding Michigan
Tech’s First Year Experience as a place for First Years who want to be as crazy as possible and have
the full “College Experience.”
“We wanted to provide a place for those first years who wants to goof off and experience the Project X side of College. Never before has a University encouraged this behavior and we are excited
to provide this experience to incoming students.”
The program, which is aptly named “First Year EXTREME Experience” will guide First Years through all
of the stages of college partying. From the O-Week and Shark Week parties to the mid year holiday
parties, to the Thirsty Thursday parties.
“Michigan Tech has always lacked as a party school as compared to some of the other in-state
options. Through this program we look to plant the partying seeds that these students will carry
with them throughout their four years in the hope that once they move out of the dorms that they
will throw great parties of their own.” Stated a Housing Representative who wished to remain
anonymous.
In addition, Housing is looking to install a hot tub and LED lights into the FYE halls in order to “keep
the party going 24/7.” Live DJs will also be on hand to set the atmosphere for the hall every night
from 8PM to 2AM.
“We won’t just be the best engineering college in the state, but also the best party school in the
state. It’s the perfect combination.”

